HOT LIST
and ready for
your project
®

79
3-3/8"
Depth

SKU: FV-0510VS1

WhisperValue
fan is the ideal
multifamily solution; also good for
single family and manufactured homes.
Built-in Pick-A-Flow™ speed selector
switch allows you to select your
required airflow (50-80-110 CFM). Fan
is UL listed for ceiling or wall mount.
Can be used to comply with the latest
codes and standards.

19
5-5/8"
Depth

SKU: FV-08-11VF5

149
7-3/8"
Depth

SKU: FV-05-11VK1

WhisperGreen Select™ is a one of a kind
game-changing solution for all needs.
Built-in Pick-A-Flow™ speed selector
switch allows you to select your required
airflow (50-80-110 CFM). Features a DC
Motor with SmartFlow® technology and
a Flex-Z Fast installation bracket. Can be
used to comply with the latest codes
and standards.

149
7-1/2"
Depth

special order

259
SKU: FV-05-11VKSL1

WhisperRecessed LED incorporates a
powerful, yet quiet 80 CFM fan behind
an elegant recessed LED light. Includes a
dimmable 14W GU24 base LED lamp,
beautiful lighting with an advanced
luminaire design. Adjsutable lamp
positioning and deeper regression
reduces glare.

SKU: FV-08VRE2

with LED

7-3/8"
Depth

WhisperFit® EZ is the perfect solution
for any remodeler looking to quickly
and easily replace an existing fan
from below the ceiling. Low profile
WhisperFit™ fans are an affordable
choice for delivering quiet, energy
efficient, and effective exhaust
ventilation for the many bathrooms
in your portfolio.

299

WhisperGreen Select™ is revolutionizing
the ventilation fan industry with a new set
of features that enable customization and
easier installation.This all-purpose Indoor
Air Quality (IAQ) solution gives you more
than 250 possible configurations; through
multiple flow rates, optional Plug 'N Play™
modules and installation flexibility.

7-3/4"
Depth

SKU: FV-11VHL2

WhisperWarm 110 CFM fan/heater/light
adds room-warning comfort to a chilly
bathroom. Features two totally enclosed
AC condenser motors for long-life, quiet
operation and energy efficiency. A
durable 1400-Watt steel sheathed
heating element provides quick
1-minute warm up.
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sku: FV-05-10VS1
®

®

sku: FV-08-11VF5

sku: FV-05-11VK1

sku: FV-08-VRE2
with LED

sku: FV-05-11VKSL1

special order
Mfg #: FV-11VHL2

*pricing subject to change without notice, product availability may vary.
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